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The Incidental Collection is an initiative of FCML's Design 

Initiative (FCDI) for FCML surfaces, adding another 

dimension to interior spaces through a fresh collaboration 

with fashion designers. With this collection we aspire to 

bring to our diverse audience curated designs on tiles by 

India’s renowned fashion designers from the traditional 

design patterns of JJ Valaya, to Abraham & Thakore’s earthy 

and geometrical designs to Péro's delicate, floral and bright 

patterns. 

"FCML has been a luxury lifestyle retailer in the interior spaces 

since 2001, we truly felt that collaborations between different 

design disciplines is quintessential for the enhancement of 

the overall industry. We believe that rather than creating in 

silos, collaborating across streams will help harness 

synergies that will result in higher and more efficient design at 

mass industry levels." 

-Abhinav Khandelwal, Managing Director, FCML .



“These bespoke walls and floors have been created in 

stoneware porcelain by an amalgamation of art, ceramic 

techniques and design. What I see today is that a gap needs to 

be filled in the design world, keeping this ethos in mind, we 

have tried to recast this historical surface into a new design 

avatar which is extremely versatile and timeless."

-  Poonam Gupta, Director, FCML Surfaces 

The design narrative of The Incidental Collection is based in 

tessellations in which the permutations and combinations of 

different shapes are closely fitted together, which can be used 

differently to create bespoke wall art and surfaces in every 

space. Inspired by the visual imagery of the fashion designers, 

FCML's technical knowledge, and experience for the 

requirements for the luxury market these tiles are made in 

India with unique and unusual techniques and fine tuned by 

hand, taking innovation to its threshold.
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aneeth arora

“Beauty is in simplicity and in bringing a modern twist 
to old school to relive the vintage”



Stories on a Telia Rumal
These tiles bring the look of historic ikat fabric styles to ceramic tiles in eclectic wall and floor 
tile patterns. The motifs used in this collection have been especially developed for péro on 
an ikat telia rumal with a twist. This combination of classic ikat patterns from ancient textiles 
to a new medium, incorporate an earthy texture in the Grey Telia Rumal collection and a 
contrast Blue Telia Rumal, creating a seamless pattern for different interior spaces.
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Telia Rumal: Hand silk screen printed on a fabric like textured surface
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aneeth arora stories on a telia rumal

Gulab BL B Moongi BL B Heera BL B Gunj BL B Jhalaar BL B

Gulab BL S Moongi BL S Heera BL S Gunj BL S Jhalaar BL S

Kamal BL B Dil BL B Rui Phool BL B Chalk BL B Chalk Border 1 BL

Kamal BL S Dil BL S Rui Phool BL S Chalk BL S Chalk Border 2 BL

Chalk Border BL 1 S
Size: 7.2x14.8cm

Chalk Border 2 BL

BLUE TELIA RUMAL
Size: 14.8x14.8 cm

BLUE TELIA RUMAL SMALL
Size: 7.2x7.2 cm
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aneeth arora stories on a telia rumal

Gulab GR B Moongi GR B Heera GR B Gunj GR B Jhalaar GR B

Gulab GR S Moongi GR S Heera GR S Gunj GR S Jhalaar GR S

Kamal GR B Dil GR B Rui Phool GR B Chalk GR B Chalk Border 1 GR

Kamal GR S Dil GR S Rui Phool GR S Chalk GR S Chalk Border 2 GR S

Chalk Border GR 1 S
Size: 7.2x14.8cm

Chalk Border 1 GR

GREY TELIA RUMAL
Size: 14.8x14.8 cm

GREY TELIA RUMAL SMALL
Size: 7.2x7.2 cm
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Techniques: 

These bespoke walls and floors have been created in stoneware porcelain by an 

amalgamation of art, ceramic techniques and design. We have  recast this historical 

surface into a new design avatar which is extremely versatile and timeless.  We have 

experimented with unique and unusual techniques, taking innovation to it's threshold, 

with a look that has never been seen before. 

For instance, in Gulistan Collection by JJ Valaya, layering of multiple techniques such 

as etching, sand blasting, digital embossing, has resulted in a formulation where the 

process  and its order in priority of application is the key to eye catching detail. In 

Green by Abraham & Thakore, we have played with manual pigment applications and 

hand screen methods, retaining the shades of leaf green in its depth and texture. In 

Kintsugi by pero, Japanese patterns tumbled at a shorter speed over longer time 

frames created in a format never seen before -  which can be used with or without 

grouting on floor or wall. 

The narrative was to bring together different design aesthetics and philosophies, 

creating unique design schemes on a similar product base and catering to a complete 

audience in this segment. 

Creating a healthier ecosystem

The beauty of the Incidental Collection is matched by its eco-friendliness. With this 

collection we seek to beautify your space as naturally as possible where each tile has 

been designed using raw materials, pigments and base tiles which are lead free, the 

silk screens made are biodegradable. The energy efficient  third firing processes have 

been fuelled by clean piped natural gas. The waterjet cutting process uses recycled 

water. Rain water harvesting is practiced at the OEM facility. The packaging has been 

designed using recycled cardboard boxes with design that supports safe delivery. 
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#TheIncidentalCollection 
#FCML 

#JJValaya 
#ilovepero 

#Abraham&Thakore 
#GulistanCollection 

#Green #ArchitecturalPatchwork 
#Love&Peace 

#Kintsugi 
#VintageGarden 

#StoriesOnATeliaRumal
#Fashion 
#Interiors 

#MakeInIndia 
#Design 
#Tiles 

#Contemporary 
#India

© Copyright 2017 All Photographs, texts,slogans,designs,images 
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Showroom Address:
FCML Surfaces, Sultanpur Chowk, Mehrauli Gurgaon Road, New Delhi, 110030

 
S/10 Laxmi Woolen Mills Estate, Shakti Mill Lane Off. Dr. E. Mosses Road, Mahalaxmi. Mumbai, 400011

No. 2, 1st and 2nd Floor, 80 Feet Road, Indiranagar, Bangalore

Corporate Address:
A-217, Okhla Industrial Area Phase-1, New Delhi, Delhi 110020

Phone - 8130795068
Email - surfaces@fcmlindia.com

Website - http://www.fcmlindia.com/

Twitter - @FCMLStore
Facebook - FCML surfaces
Instagram - fcmlsurfaces
Pinterest - FCMLSurfaces

Pune The FCML Store , Mangalwar Peth, Pune.

fcml surfaces


